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INTRODUCTION
Opulence (meaning wealthy community) Is a
decentralized cryptocurrency built on the
ERC20 (Ethereum) blockchain.  Delivering an all
new, never seen before (in this format),
overpowered (OP) AI signals scanning/audit bot.
That makes huge advancements on how the
space discovers bullish and safe projects, with
the use of AI. We will also deliver a fast and fee
crunching sniper bot that can be used by our
whales to directly link to our signals  Also the
girlfriend/sugar mommy of Elons bot Optimus!
When he accepts.

OPULENCE AI BOT 

Chart Pattern Recognition
Analysing Chart

movements, patterns and
volume. Before giving it's

final overall score. If a
token passes it'll be

graded depending how
high it scored and

published as a signal in
our channel if self

scanned.

QUALITY OVER
QUANTITY

We don’t want 10
signals a day if they’re

not all printing.
Our AI will learn and so
will we, ensuring that

this bot will get better
and better with the

signals it gives 

PROPRIETARY AI REVENUE SHARE

Unlike others who
only look for profit,

our main signals
channel will be freely

accessible to all,
meaning we build a

large community and
we charge devs if they

want a signal.



OPULENCE AI BOT USE-CASES

Audit AI Analysis AI Signals
Our bot will audit 2 ways,

self scanning from the
multiple different sources
it’ll be connected to or by

input from dev. Using a
mix of human set

parameters and AI. Scoring
each before giving it’s

overall score. Anything
that doesn’t pass the audit
will be discounted and not

posted.   

Sniper Whale benefitsPromotion
A whale will be deemed as a

holder of 0.5% or more
supply.

✅ Access to our signals 5
mins before the public

channel.
✅ 50% revenue share.

✅ Abilty to use our sniper to
auto snipe which tier of

signals you desire. 
✅ 1st access to our

prototype.

Our  Signals will be
graded and published in

2 ways. There will be
the bots own self

scanned signals and
there will be paid
signals that have

passed an audit from a
dev or investor

scanning it.

Analysing Chart
movements, patterns
and volume. Before

giving it’s final overall
score. If a token passes

it’ll be graded
depending how high it
scored and published

as a signal in our
channel if self scanned.

We will deliver a fast and
fee crunching sniper bot
that can be used by our

whales to directly link to
our signals, meaning all

you do is fund your wallet,
set which tier of signal you

want it to buy and other
parameters such as how
many X to sell on etc and

let the bot do the rest.

If a dev or investor has
scanned a project and it

passes our audit they
will be offered the

option to pay for the
signal to go out. They

will also be offered a full
post promotion in our

channel, my call channel
and a wider package

including other calllers. 



GOALS AND VISION
An all new AI Bot ( @Opulence_AI_Audited_Signals ) that will
revolutionise how we as investors and call channel owners
search for and invest/call solid projects. Helping us cut out
the rugs and the dying tokens just looking for exit liquidity.
As a call channel owner myself this is the hardest thing and

you'll see I call very little. The success of a call channel is
down to the success of the calls made. Making sure our subs

are not losing. I have many parameters that form my
decision on whether to call and ape a project. Given I haven't
called a rug or scam for a long time now and most of my calls

are printing 5/10/20X I'd say those parameters are serving
well. 

I'm going to be implementing these into a TG bot, the bot will
be connected to several sources such as Etherscan, Dextools
live pairs alerts, Call analyser etc. It will also asess the chart

of the token and it's recent high and lows, being able to make
its own decisions on the current trend of the chart. It will

automatically assess any contract posted at it's connected
sources, the bot can assess a token on my set of criteria and
score it overall. Any that score less than 50 don't make the
cut, then they're graded by score 50-70 = Bullish, 70-90 =
Mega Bullish and 90+ = Giga Bullish. Then the bot will post

the signals in our public channel. 

All signals will be posted 5mins early in the private channel,
accessible to holders of 0.5% or more and any caller who has

called our project. 



FOR CALL CHANNEL OWNERS

YOU CAN USE THIS BOT TO FIND QUALITY, SAFE PROJECTS TO CALL TO
FILL CONTENT IF THEY'VE NOT GOT PAID CALLS TO POST. THEY CAN

ALSO SIGN UP TO OUR CALLS PACKAGE WHERE MEGA OR GIGA SIGNALS
WILL BE OFFERED THE CALL PACKAGE INCLUDING @GOAT_GEMS

CREATING A PAID STRIKE PACKAGE OF CALLS FOR THE MOST BULLISH
PROJECTS.

FOR DEVS/INVESTORS

THEY WILL BE ABLE TO SCAN THEIR PROJECT INTO THE BOT AND IT WILL RUN
ITS ANALYSIS AND DECIDE IF ITS BULLISH ENOUGH (SCORE 50+) TO POST IN

OUR CHANNEL. IF IT IS THEY WILL RECEIVE A CONGRATS MESSAGE BACK AND
BE ASKED TO PAY A SMALL AMOUNT $50 INITIALLY FOR THE SIGNAL TO GO

OUT. AS WE GROW THE CHANNEL CHANGES WILL INCREASE.

THE MEGA AND GIGA SIGNALS WILL ALSO BE OFFERED A FULL POST
CALL WITH @GOAT_GEMS OR OUR STRIKE PACKAGE WITH OTHER

CALLERS.

AS WE RECEIVE THE SIGNALS FROM THE BOT THEY WILL BE MONITORED
ON THEIR PERFORMANCE AND WE WILL ADJUST THE SCORE AS NEEDED

TO ENSURE WE ARE HITTING A CRAZY HIGH SUCCESS RATE. MAYBE
THERE WILL BE 10 SIGNALS A DAY MAYBE JUST 2 BUT WE WILL FINE

TUNE IT SO AS IT HAS A NEAR 100% SUCCESS RATE 

BUT THAT'S NOT ALL! OUR PLATFORM WILL BECOME A BULLISH MEDIA
OUTLET, CONSISTENTLY PUBLISHING BULLISH CRYPTO NEWS POSTS
FROM WEB AND SOCIAL MEDIA, DRAWING REGULAR USERS. WE WILL

GIVE ANY PROJECT THAT'S POSTED BY OUR BOT THE OPTION TO PAY TO
LIST ON THE PLATFORM (KIND OF LIKE CMC) WITH THE BOT ACTING AS
THE 1ST POINT OF CHECKS ALLOWING ONLY THE BEST PROJECTS TO
LIST, THERE WILL BE A CHARGE FOR THIS THAT'LL GIVE THEM A FULL

CALLS AND TRENDING/BANNER ADS PACKAGE.



Tokenomics
We are not here to take part with this, we are here to constantly

improve and perfect. We are here to change how the space
(including callers) find, invest in and promote tokens .

We don’t want to hinder our growth or further development in
our quest to produce the best! So in-line with other projects
that are offering a less functional product. We have choosen
4/4 tax, a low amount that still enables us to do some solid

marketing and the development we want. Meaning we deliver a
1st class product that simply blows the others away and has

you all making money while you sleep.

Buy tax 4%
1% Liquidity

1% Development
2% Marketing

1% Liquidity
1% Development

2% Marketing

sell tax 4%



Q4 (2023) Q1 (2024) Q2 (2024)

Release sniper

Release further
upgrades and features
on our signal bot and

sniper bot

Tier 2 CEX listings

Partnerships

Roadmap

Whitepaper

Website

Privatesale

Pinksale fairlaunch

Launch

Marketing our sale and launch

Dextools update

CMC + Gecko

Press releases/Space X billboard

Release prototype signals bot

Release full signals bot

Release upgrade with booking and
payment feature

Marketing our product

Release a long and
short signals bot

Tier 1 CEX listings

This roadmap will be added to as we grow, for detailed
marketing roadmaps please come to our TG community. 


